Differentiation of spinal cord arteries and veins by time-resolved MR angiography.
To dynamically resolve the inlet arteries and outlet veins of the spinal cord, particularly the Adamkiewicz artery (AKA) and great anterior radiculomedullary vein (GARV), using MR angiography (MRA). First, conventional two-phase angiography (acquisition time = 38-55 seconds) utilizing elliptic centric k-space ordering was applied to aortic-aneurysm patients. Changes of vessel intensity were compared between two subsequent dynamic phases. Computer modeling of bolus enhancement and k-space sampling was performed to demonstrate the relation between vessel enhancement, acquisition time, and vessel diameter. Second, time-resolved (TR, or "keyhole") angiography using a reduced number of phase-encoding steps was explored in healthy volunteers and aortic-aneurysm patients using acquisition times (range = 6-8.5 seconds) shorter than the spinal cord circulation time. Using two-phase angiography the AKA and GARV were covisualized in the early phase, and contrast decreased for the AKA and increased for the GARV in most (70%) but not all cases. Computer modeling showed that the arteriovenous contrast strongly depended on vessel diameter, and complete separation was only obtained with short acquisition times. Using TR MR angiography (TR-MRA), complete temporal separation of the AKA and GARV was realized in all cases (100%). The AKA and GARV can be completely separated by TR-MRA.